
 
  

TIOmarkets Launches Purchase TIOx Button 
 

 
TIOmarkets announces the launch of its Purchase TIOx button, lowering the barriers of 
entry to clientele wishing to invest in an FX broker during times of inherent volatility 
 

 

28th of April 2020, TIOmarkets Ltd has announced that the Trade Token (TIOx) is now available 

to purchase via its subsidiary www.tioprime.com  

 

By registering for an account with www.TIOprime.com, KYC-verified users can access the 

“Purchase TIOx” button, and will be able to purchase the ERC-20 based crypto token using 

mainstream financial payment methods including credit card, bank wire and e-wallet. 

 

There is no minimum TIOx purchase requirement, making it easily and readily accessible for 

clients of all portfolio sizes. 

 

TIOx acts as an entry portal to the TIOprime pool, which gives daily payouts to its participants, 

based on the performance of the FX Brokerage TIOmarkets. Since launch last year, 

TIOmarkets’ performance has improved exponentially month on month, culminating in a total of 

more than 500,000 USD in payouts to participants of the TIOprime pool. 

 

In a bold move, the management team of TIOmarkets has also made any data relating to the 

performance of the brokerage, publicly available for TIOprime members to view, in order to 

monitor and evaluate their ongoing investment. 

 

Stefanos Mitsi, CEO of TIOmarkets Ltd commented: “We’ve seen unprecedented behaviour 

in the global financial markets for obvious reasons, in recent months. By making our native 

token, the TIOx, more accessible to non-crypto savvy investors, we are lowering the barriers of 

entry to anybody wishing to invest in our brokerage, which has been on an upward trajectory 

since its launch last year. Where FX trading might not be for everybody, the possibility to buy 
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and hold TIOx, or to buy and invest TIOx offers a practical and secure avenue through which 

any investor can diversify.”  



 
About TIOprime 
 
TIOprime is an investment tool allowing participants to use their Trade Token X (TIOx) to invest 

in the success of TIOmarkets. In order to participate in TIOprime, clients must lock a minimum 

of 2,500 Trade Tokens X (TIOx) into the pool. Purchase more TIOx to increase to the next tier 

and to earn more. The higher the tier, the more you will earn. Clients can loan as many as 

150,000 TIOx in order to receive the maximum daily payout. More than half a million USD has 

been distributed to TIOprime participants to-date. Visit www.tioprime.com for further information. 

 
About TIOmarkets 
 
TIOmarkets is an FX brokerage offering more than 120 tradable CFD instruments to clients 

worldwide. It was one of the first brokerages to offer subscription packages to its clients. One 

low monthly fee replaced widening of spreads and other ad hoc fees and commissions, making 

its trading environments one of the cheapest in the industry. It was also the first to offer the 

TIOshield trade reversal tool to subscribers of its top subscription package, the VIP Black 

account. Since its launch in 2019, the company has shown exponential growth. TIOmarkets Ltd 

is licensed to operate in St Vincent & Grenadines under International Business number 24986 

IBC 2018. TIO Markets UK Ltd is registered in the UK under Companies House Register 

number: 06592025. TIO Markets UK Ltd. is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 

Authority (FCA) under the license FRN: 488900. Visit www.tiomarkets.com for further 

information. 
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